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a b s t r a c t
Objectives: The aim of this study was to explore whether indoor or outdoor relative humidity (RH) modulates the inﬂuenza epidemic transmission in temperate and subtropical climates.
Methods: In this study, the daily temperature and RH in 1558 households from March 2017 to January
2019 in ﬁve cities across both temperate and subtropical regions in China were collected. City-level outdoor temperature and RH from 2013 to 2019 were collected from the weather stations. We ﬁrst estimated the effective reproduction number (Rt ) of inﬂuenza and then used time-series analyses to explore
the relationship between indoor/outdoor RH/absolute humidity and the Rt of inﬂuenza. Furthermore, we
expanded the measured 1-year indoor temperature and the RH data into 5 years and used the same
method to examine the relationship between indoor/outdoor RH and the Rt of inﬂuenza.
Results: Indoor RH displayed a seasonal pattern, with highs during the summer months and lows during
the winter months, whereas outdoor RH ﬂuctuated with no consistent pattern in subtropical regions.
The Rt of inﬂuenza followed a U-shaped relationship with indoor RH in both temperate and subtropical
regions, whereas a U-shaped relationship was not observed between outdoor RH and Rt . In addition,
indoor RH may be a better indicator for Rt of inﬂuenza than indoor absolute humidity.
Conclusion: The ﬁndings indicated that indoor RH may be the driver of inﬂuenza seasonality in both
temperate and subtropical locations in China.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of International Society for Infectious
Diseases.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/)

1. Introduction
In modern society, individuals spend approximately 80-90% of
their time in enclosed buildings (Graham and McCurdy, 2004;
Klepeis et al., 2001). The transmission of respiratory viruses is
much more common indoors than outdoors (Bulfone et al., 2021).
Owing to the use of air conditioning and heating systems, indoor
and outdoor temperatures and relative humidity (RH) differ (Pan
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et al., 2021). Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the indoor ambient environment may signiﬁcantly modulate inﬂuenza transmission compared with the outdoor ambient environment.
Laboratory experiments examining inﬂuenza transmission in
guinea pig and mouse hosts suggest that the spread of the inﬂuenza virus is dependent on both ambient RH and temperature (Lowen et al., 2007; Schulman and Kilbourne, 1963). Studies
have observed a bimodal relationship between RH and inﬂuenza
spread; that is, inﬂuenza spread is greatest at low RH (less than
30%), minimal at middle RH (approximately 50%), and moderate
at high RH (greater than 80%). At the population level, numerous
modeling studies have explored the associations between meteorological conditions and inﬂuenza transmission (Ali et al., 2022;
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Table 1
Background characteristics of the ﬁve cities involved in this study.
City

Beijing

Tianjin

Shanghai

Chongqing

Hong Kong

No. of loggersa
Urbanization level in 2017
Population size in 2017 (Million)
Latitude
Longitude
Climatic zone

927
86.5%
21.7
39.9
116.4
Temperate

50
82.9%
15.6
39.2
117.2
Temperate

567
87.7%
24.2
31.3
121.5
Subtropical

33
64.1%
30.8
29.6
106.6
Subtropical

5b
100%
7.5c
22.2
114.1
Subtropical

a
b
c

Number of loggers used to monitor indoor temperature and relative humidity.
Five loggers installed in one household.
Population size in 2018.

Davey and Reid, 1972; Hemmes et al., 1960; Hope-Simpson, 1981;
Moura et al., 2009; Shaman et al., 2010), and several climatic factors have long been speculated to be causally linked to inﬂuenza
activity, including cold temperature (Davey and Reid, 1972), low
humidity (Hemmes et al., 1960), minimal solar radiation (HopeSimpson, 1981), and the rainy season (Moura et al., 2009). Among
these, humidity is of great research interest. Recently, the most accepted hypothesis explaining inﬂuenza seasonality, that is, the association between RH/absolute humidity (AH) and inﬂuenza transmission, has attempted to explain inﬂuenza transmission only in
temperate regions. In temperate regions, inﬂuenza activity always
peaks in winter, which could be explained by the low outdoor humidity. However, less attention has been given to inﬂuenza transmission in tropical and subtropical locations. This is mainly due
to the more complicated seasonality of inﬂuenza in tropical and
subtropical locations. In tropical and subtropical locations, there
is either signiﬁcant year-round inﬂuenza activity or two distinct
inﬂuenza seasons (Tamerius et al., 2011). In winter, outdoor humidity remains high; therefore, outdoor RH was not found to
be associated with inﬂuenza outbreaks in the human population
(Schulman and Kilbourne, 1963; Tamerius et al., 2013). However,
indoor RH, which is generally low in heated buildings during
winter, was not evaluated. In addition, in an analysis of human
population-level inﬂuenza surveillance data of the United States,
Shaman et al. (2010) showed that AH controls inﬂuenza transmission more signiﬁcantly than RH. However, temperature and AH are
strongly correlated; therefore, the confounding effect of temperature cannot be excluded (Tamerius et al., 2011).
Northern China has a temperate climate, where inﬂuenza epidemics are concentrated in the winter-spring months, whereas
Southern China, which has subtropical and tropical climates, has a
semiannual cyclic pattern, with clear peaks in both summer and
winter (Shu et al., 2010). The inﬂuenza data of China are suitable for studying the impact of climate on inﬂuenza epidemics in
both temperate and subtropical regions within similar socioeconomic settings. In this study, the relationships of inﬂuenza surveillance data with indoor/outdoor temperature and RH in ﬁve cities
in China, two in temperate regions and three in subtropical locations, were analyzed by using regression models. The objective of
this study was to determine whether inﬂuenza activity was better
correlated with indoor RH or with outdoor RH.

Figure 1. Location of study regions of Beijing, Tianjin, Chongqing, Shanghai, and
Hong Kong in China.

est at 64.1% in Chongqing (Table 1). Daily indoor temperature (°C)
and RH (%) in four typical cities in mainland China were measured
in 1577 households between March 2017 and July 2018. These
records were measured using low-cost sensors, as described in our
previous studies (Ben et al., 2019; Dong et al., 2020). In total, 927
sensors were placed in Beijing, 567 in Shanghai, 50 in Tianjin, and
33 in Chongqing (Table 1). The daily indoor temperatures and RH
in Hong Kong were obtained from the study by Pan et al. (2021), in
which they measured the indoor temperature and RH in a household from November 2017 to January 2019. The measurements in
Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin, Chongqing, and Hong Kong covered 494,
461, 379, 343, and 435 days, respectively.
The city-level daily outdoor temperature and RH from 2013 to
2019 were obtained from the China Meteorological Administration
(http://data.cma.cn, accessed on May 2, 2019) and the Hong Kong
Observatory. City-level daily meteorological indicators were calculated as averages of the data from all weather stations in each city.
AH values (g/m3 ) were computed from the temperature (°C) and
RH (%) according to Eq. (1) (Pan et al., 2021).

2. Methods

 17.625×T 

2.1. Indoor and outdoor temperature and humidity measurements

AH =

Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai, Chongqing, and Hong Kong were
chosen as the study regions because city-level inﬂuenza surveillance data were available for only these municipalities in mainland China. Beijing and Tianjin are located in temperate regions,
whereas Shanghai, Chongqing, and Hong Kong are located in subtropical regions (Figure 1). All ﬁve cities have relatively high urbanization levels, with the highest at 100% in Hong Kong and the low-

1322.7 × exp

T +243.04

T + 273.15

×

 RH 
100

(1)

2.2. Inﬂuenza surveillance date
Weekly reports of inﬂuenza cases from 2013 to 2019 were obtained from the Chinese Centre for Disease Control and Prevention and the Centre for Health Protection of the Hong Kong Special
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Administrative Region based on the inﬂuenza sentinel surveillance
network. The weekly incidence rate was then interpolated to the
daily incidence rate using splines (Ali et al., 2018). Then, the data
were converted to rates per 10 0,0 0 0 individuals, and all cities used
the same indicator for describing inﬂuenza activities (see supplementary materials for more details).

into 5 years. After expansion, the research time for Beijing, Tianjin,
Shanghai, and Chongqing was from January 2013 to July 2018, and
the research time for Hong Kong was from December 2013 to January 2019. After the same data preprocessing, the extended data
were subjected to the same statistical analysis.
To compare the impact of indoor and outdoor AH and RH on
inﬂuenza transmission, same as Eq. (2), we established DLNMs for
AH as well; the equation is as follows:

2.3. Estimation of the daily reproductive number (Rt )

Log(E(Rt ) ) = α + cb(AH ) + β DOW + ns(t, df )

The effective reproductive number, Rt , which represents the
mean number of secondary infections caused by a primary infection at time t (Lei et al., 2020), was used to measure inﬂuenza
transmission in this study. The daily effective reproductive number
at various time points was estimated using the instantaneous reproduction number method as implemented in the R package ‘EpiEstim’ (Cori et al., 2013). We assumed that the serial interval for
inﬂuenza followed a gamma distribution, with a mean of 2.6 days
and an SD of 1.5 days (Wallinga and Lipsitch, 2007).

The temperature was not included in this model because the
temperature was highly correlated with AH (Shimmei et al., 2020).
2.5. Statistical analysis
We calculated Pearson correlation coeﬃcients (r) and 95% CI
between the daily average of indoor and outdoor meteorological factors and compared the indoor and outdoor conditions using a t-test at a signiﬁcance level of 0.05. All statistical analyses
were carried out in R 3.63 (The R Project for Statistical Computing,
Guangzhou, China).
In this study, the study period was divided into cold and
warm/hot days based on the 25th quartile of the combined outdoor temperatures in the ﬁve cities, that is, 12°C. Therefore, the
cold days in Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai, Chongqing, and Hong Kong
were 173, 150, 130, 87, and 10 days, respectively. The warm/hot
days in Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai, Chongqing, and Hong Kong were
330, 254, 368, 271, and 425 days, respectively.

2.4. Time-series analysis of meteorological factors and reproductive
number
The distributed lag nonlinear models (DLNMs) proposed by
Gasparrini (2011) is a ﬂexible model that estimates the nonlinearity and distributed lag effects of exposure-response relationships
simultaneously, especially the effects of meteorological factors on
health. The statistical model used in our study is deﬁned by Eq. (2),

Log(E(Rt ) ) =

α + cb(RH ) + ns(Temperature, df )
+ β DOW + ns(t, df )

(3)

3. Results

(2)

where t stands for time, α indicates the intercept, cb() represents
the cross-basis matrix of RH and temperature, β is the coeﬃcient
of the day of week (DOW), ns() represents cubic spline function,
and df is the degrees of freedom. Considering the overdispersion
of inﬂuenza activity, we used a quasi-Poisson function to construct
the model. The cross-basis matrix of RH was included to explore
the cumulative and delayed effects of daily indoor and outdoor RH.
According to the inﬂuenza incubation period studied in the previous literature (Virlogeux et al., 2015), we selected 7 days as the
maximum number of lag days in our ﬁnal model. The cross-basis
was a natural cubic spline for RH, with the knot placed at 50% and
the df deﬁned as 3. The df was set between 4 and 7 for the sensitivity analysis, and the results showed that the conclusion was
stable (Supplementary Material Figure S6-9). Temperature was included to control its confounding effect, and the df was deﬁned
as 3. T referred to seasonality and long-term trends in inﬂuenza,
which was controlled using a cubic spline function with 2 df per
year (Qi et al., 2021). DOW was incorporated into the ﬁnal model
to control the effect of potential confounding factors. We used 110 df per year for time in the sensitivity analysis and found that
the shape of the RH-inﬂuenza relationship remains stable with the
change in the number of df and chose 2 df per year in the ﬁnal
models. When the parameters in the model were ﬁxed, the cumulative effect under a speciﬁc delay using relative risk (RR) was
calculated. The RR was calculated with corresponding 95% conﬁdence interval (CI) relative to the reference levels, which was deﬁned as the RH value corresponding to the RR minimum value.
The distributed lag model in the DLNM package in R 3.63 (The R
Project for Statistical Computing, Guangzhou, China) was used in
this study.
Given that indoor temperature and RH data in ﬁve cities were
measured for about a year, it may not be enough to give statistically signiﬁcant results. To further verify the stability of the results
in the study, we further took the 1-year daily indoor temperature
and RH data of ﬁve cities as a set of cycles and expanded them

3.1. Temperature, humidity, and inﬂuenza activities
Both indoor and outdoor temperatures and AH displayed seasonal patterns in Beijing and Shanghai (Figure 2a, 2c), with highs
during the summer months and lows during the winter months.
The indoor temperature had a much lower variability than the outdoor temperature, and the indoor temperature was approximately
20-30°C in both Beijing and Shanghai year-around. In contrast, the
outdoor RH ﬂuctuated with no consistent pattern, especially in
Shanghai, Chongqing, and Hong Kong (Figure 2b, Supplementary
Material Figure S1b), where the outdoor RH remained relatively
high year-round. However, indoor RH followed a seasonal pattern
(Figure 2b, Supplementary Material Figure S1b), with highs during the summer months and lows during the winter months. The
means and SDs of the measured indoor daily temperatures and RH
in different households in the four cities are presented in Supplementary Material, Figure S2. During the early phase of indoor temperature and RH measurement, only a few sensors worked in each
city; therefore, the variability between the different indoor environments was low (Supplementary Material Figure S2). Generally,
compared with the variability of indoor RH, the variability of indoor temperature is relatively lower.
Inﬂuenza activity in temperate and subtropical regions also
displayed different patterns. In the temperate regions, Beijing
and Tianjin, inﬂuenza epidemics peaked during the winter-spring
months. There was a relatively small wave in the summer months,
but the peak was much lower than that in the winter-spring
months (Figure 3a, Supplementary Material Figure S3a), whereas
in the subtropical regions, Shanghai, Chongqing, and Hong Kong, in
some years, there were inﬂuenza activities in the summer months,
and the intensity was similar to that in the winter-spring waves.
During the 5-year study period, there were three summer inﬂuenza waves in Shanghai, Chongqing, and Hong Kong in 2014,
2015, and 2017, respectively (Figure 3b, Supplementary Material
Figure S3b, Figure S3c).
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Figure 2. Daily indoor and outdoor meteorological data from 2017 to 2018; (a) temperature (°C), (b) RH (%), and (c) AH (g/m3 ) in Beijing in the temperate regions, and
Shanghai in the subtropical regions. Data in Tianjin, Chongqing and Hong Kong are presented in Supplementary Material Figure S1.
Abbreviations: RH, relative humidity; AH, absolute humidity.

Figure 3. Inﬂuenza activities from 2013 to 2018 in (a) Beijing in the temperate regions, and (b) Shanghai in the subtropical regions. Data in Tianjin, Chongqing and Hong
Kong are presented in Supplementary Material Figure S2.
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3.2. Correlation between indoor and outdoor temperatures and
humidity

temperate and subtropical regions in China, we found that indoor RH had a more obvious seasonal pattern than outdoor RH,
with highs during the summer months and lows during the winter months, especially in the subtropical locations. AH exhibited
the strongest indoor-to-outdoor correlation, and the correlation between indoor and outdoor temperatures was not even statistically
signiﬁcant in the cold season. These ﬁndings are consistent with
previous studies (Pan et al., 2021). This is likely due to the use of
heating systems in temperate regions but not in subtropical regions during the cool season and the use of air conditioners in
both temperate and subtropical regions during the hot season. Inﬂuenza epidemics peaked in the winter-spring months in the temperate regions; however, in subtropical regions, there were two
distinct waves, both in summer and winter-spring months, which
corresponds to previous studies (Lau et al., 2008; Tamerius et al.,
2011, 2013; Tang et al., 2010). The DLNMs indicated that Rt had a
consistent U-shaped relationship with indoor RH in both temperate and subtropical regions, whereas Rt did not have a U-shaped
relationship with outdoor RH. However, regardless of the region,
the relationship between AH and Rt was not statistically signiﬁcant. All these ﬁndings indicated that indoor RH may be a better indicator of inﬂuenza seasonality. The U-shaped form indicates
that inﬂuenza transmissibility is higher during periods of low or
high indoor RH but lower in periods of moderate RH, which is consistent with experimental studies (Lowen et al., 2008; Lowen and
Palese, 2009; Moriyama et al., 2020; Shaman et al., 2010). At high
RH, evaporation happens slowly, and the solute concentration remains at levels that are harmless to the inﬂuenza virus, and at
low RH, all water is evaporated quickly, and the solutes crystallize; thus, the vitality of inﬂuenza virus is retained. However, at
medium RH, evaporation causes the increase in salt concentration
and leads to virus inactivation (Yang et al., 2012). A study found
that the reason for the U-shaped relationship between the virus
survival rate and the RH may be that the impact of antiviral proteins on viral particles reaches the maximum at medium RH because their contact time and overlapping area are the largest when
RH is at a moderate level, leading to the lowest viral activity (Kong
et al., 2022). Low RH also makes the droplets suspend longer in the
air; thus, sedimentation is slower due to more intense evaporation
(Marr et al., 2019). These may be some of the reasons why RH has
a U-shaped relationship with Rt .
Because inﬂuenza transmission in temperate and subtropical
regions shows different patterns, some studies have attempted
to explain inﬂuenza transmission using outdoor AH (Deyle et al.,
2016; McDevitt et al., 2010; Shaman and Kohn, 2009). For example, Shaman and Kohn (2009) found that AH could explain 50% of
inﬂuenza transmission, whereas RH could only explain 12%. However, temperature and AH are strongly correlated, which makes it
diﬃcult to exclude a confounding effect (Tamerius et al., 2011). In
addition, from the mechanism of droplet evaporation and the physical and chemical characteristics of droplets, RH is more likely to
modulate inﬂuenza survival and transmission than AH (Marr et al.,
2019). Zhao et al. (2012) studied the survival of aerosolized Gumboro virus and found that a large part of the effect of AH on viral
survival was attributable to temperature. They found that temperature and RH were the best predictors of virus survival and that
survival was not signiﬁcantly affected by AH. Because the Gumboro virus is nonenveloped, the relationship between viability and
RH is likely to differ from that of the inﬂuenza virus (Tang, 2009);
however, the relationship between temperature, AH, and RH is universally applicable. In addition, the 1-year results of our study indicate that the correlation between RH and Rt is more statistically
signiﬁcant than that between AH and Rt , which supports that indoor RH may be a better indicator to predict the transmission of
inﬂuenza. Outdoor AH might be a good proxy for indoor AH in
both temperate and subtropical regions, whereas outdoor RH is not

Generally, except for indoor and outdoor temperatures during
cold days in Beijing (P-value = 0.33), Tianjin (P-value = 0.06),
and Hong Kong (P-value = 0.61), all other indoor-outdoor correlations were statistically signiﬁcant (P <0.05) (Supplementary Material Figure S4). AH exhibited the strongest indoor-to-outdoor correlation, and all the Pearson correlation coeﬃcients were >0.8 (Supplementary Material Figure S4). On combining the data from the
ﬁve cities for the analysis, the study found a signiﬁcant deviation from linearity in the relationship between indoor and outdoor
temperatures, RH, and AH (Figure 4b, c, d). On cold days, the median outdoor temperature was signiﬁcantly lower than the indoor
temperature, and the outdoor temperature distribution was more
dispersed. On warm/hot days, the median difference between the
indoor and outdoor temperatures was small, and the distribution
of outdoor temperatures was more scattered and uniform than that
of indoor temperatures (Figure 4a). The indoor temperature on cold
days was similar to that on warm/hot days. The goodness of ﬁt between the indoor and outdoor data was better for AH (R2 = 0.80
and 0.83) than with RH (R2 = 0.64 and 0.70) and temperature
(R2 = 0.69) (Figure 4b, c, d). In addition, there was a stronger correlation between indoor RH and indoor/outdoor AH on cold days
(r = 0.85 and 0.93, R2 = 0.72 and 0.86) than that on warm/hot
days (r = 0.76 and 0.67, R2 = 0.58 and 0.44; Figure 4e, f).
3.3. Correlation between indoor/outdoor RH/AH and inﬂuenza
transmission
Supplementary Material Figure S5 presented the relationships
between indoor and outdoor RH in different climate regions and
Rt of inﬂuenza transmission in different lag days. Previous studies have found the lag between humidity and inﬂuenza transmission to be approximately 1-2 days (Dai et al., 2018). To facilitate
comparison, the lag time was all set to 1 day in this study to analyze the overall cumulative RR change of RH/AH and Rt indoors
and outdoors. In temperate regions, both indoor and outdoor RH
represented a U-shaped relationship with inﬂuenza Rt , but the relationship was not statistically signiﬁcant for both indoor and outdoor RH at low RH (Figure 5a, 5b). In subtropical regions, there
was a U-shaped relationship between inﬂuenza Rt and indoor RH
(Figure 5c), whereas the relationship between inﬂuenza Rt and outdoor RH increased monotonically (Figure 5d) and was statistically
signiﬁcant only at high RH. As for AH, no matter whether it is in a
temperate region, subtropical region, or temperate and subtropical
region, the relationships between indoor/outdoor AH and Rt were
also not statistically signiﬁcant in both low and high AH (Figure 6).
One potential reason for the nonsigniﬁcant relationship between indoor or outdoor RH and inﬂuenza Rt (Figure 5e and 5f)
may be that the data size we used in this study was relatively
small, that is, there was only approximate 1-year data. After expanding the indoor data into 5 years, we found that there was
statistically signiﬁcant U-shaped relationship between indoor RH
and Rt of inﬂuenza (Figure 7a), i.e., inﬂuenza transmissibility was
greatest at low RH, minimal at middle RH, and moderate at high
RH. The ﬁndings coincide with the results from laboratory experiments (Lowen et al., 2007; Schulman and Kilbourne, 1963). The
relationship between outdoor RH and Rt of inﬂuenza transmission
was still monotonically increasing (Figure 7b), which reﬂects the
stability of the results.
4. Discussion
In this study, according to the time-series analyses of the daily
indoor and outdoor temperature and RH in ﬁve cities across both
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Figure 4. The associations of indoor and outdoor meteorological data. (a) violin plot of the combined indoor and outdoor temperature and RH during cold days and warm/hot
days respectively; the associations of indoor and outdoor (b) temperature, (c) RH, (d) AH, during cold and warm/hot days respectively; the associations of indoor RH and
indoor/outdoor AH during (e) cold and (f) warm/hot days respectively. Black markers represent the cold days and blue markers represent the warm/hot season.
Abbreviations: RH, relative humidity; AH, absolute humidity.

a good proxy for indoor RH in subtropical regions, especially during hot/warm days. Furthermore, our research also found that the
correlation between indoor RH and indoor/outdoor AH is strong
on cold days. These could partly explain why outdoor AH was
a better indicator of inﬂuenza transmission than outdoor RH in

other studies (Deyle et al., 2016; McDevitt et al., 2010; Shaman and
Kohn, 2009). In addition, the study of indoor and outdoor environmental conditions also had other implications. For example, the
indoor RH can be used as an indicator for wooden home ﬁre risk
(Log, 2017); indoor environment can also be used as an indicator to
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Figure 5. Association between RH and inﬂuenza transmissibility reproduction number, using the measured indoor data. (a, c, e), indoor RH; (b, d, f), outdoor RH; (a, b), in
temperate regions; (c, d), in subtropical regions; (e, f), in combined regions; light shaded areas represent the 95% conﬁdence intervals.
Abbreviation: RH, relative humidity.
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Figure 6. Association between AH and inﬂuenza transmissibility reproduction number, using the measured indoor data. (a, c, e), indoor AH; (b, d, f), outdoor AH; (a, b), in
temperate regions; (c, d), in subtropical regions; (e, f), in combined regions; light shaded areas represent the 95% conﬁdence intervals.
Abbreviation: AH, absolute humidity.
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Figure 7. Association between RH and inﬂuenza transmissibility reproduction number; (a), indoor RH; (b), outdoor RH; (a, b), using the expanded 5-year indoor data; light
shaded areas represent the 95% conﬁdence intervals.
Abbreviation: RH, relative humidity.

study the protection of ancient buildings and the health and comfort of indoor individuals (Marcu et al., 2021).
This study had several limitations. First, the data time span
used in this study was insuﬃcient, and the number of sensors
measuring indoor environmental factors in Tianjin, Chongqing, and
Hong Kong was small, which may cause the poor robustness of the
results by city level. Thus, we merged the data and expanded the
measured indoor environment data into 5-year data; this may not
be suitable, but using the expanded data also produce similar results, which may partly suggest that the results from 1-year data
were robust. The ﬁndings also indicated that the transmission of
inﬂuenza virus in the next few days may be predicted based on
the information of weather forecast. In the future, it is necessary
to measure indoor temperature and RH for a much longer period
to further conﬁrm our results and explore the relationship between
indoor and outdoor environments to preliminarily establish an inﬂuenza transmission prediction system based on the indoor environment. Second, due to the lack of related data, other factors that
may affect inﬂuenza seasonality, such as ventilation rate, cannot
be studied in this study. In the future, relevant data are needed to
further verify the ﬁndings of this study. Third, only indoor temperature and RH in household environments were measured; however,
indoor temperature and RH in other indoor spaces, such as schools
and workplaces, were not measured, but these indoor spaces have
been proven to be the primary contexts of inﬂuenza transmission
(Ferguson et al., 2005; Goldstein et al., 2021). Thus, measurements
of temperature and RH in these indoor environments, especially in
schools, should be performed in the future. Finally, in this study,
only the indoor temperatures and RH in temperate and subtropical locations were measured, and the indoor temperature and RH
in tropical regions, where inﬂuenza activities showed more diverse
seasonality, were not measured and analyzed. Future studies in
tropical regions are required to further explore the relationship between indoor RH and inﬂuenza transmissibility.
In conclusion, we identiﬁed that indoor RH is a better indicator of inﬂuenza seasonality than outdoor RH in both temperate
and subtropical locations. Accordingly, an inﬂuenza early warning
system based on indoor environmental factors should be developed and implemented to enable a timely response to surges in
inﬂuenza activities. In addition, although this paper studied only
the inﬂuenza virus, the results may also be applicable to other respiratory infections, such as SARS-CoV-2, because the transmission
of SARS-CoV-2 is also much more common indoors than outdoors.
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